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This feeling is very strange, and Lin Ziming also discovered a characteristic,
that is, the more fruits he has, the stronger his induction to other fruits.
He doesn’t understand why there are such attributes among fruits, but he can
be sure that the first person to have fruits, or to have more fruits, then his
starting point is higher than the others. The easier it is to find other fruits.
This characteristic, in his view, is a kind of luck.
And he had this kind of luck just now.
What he is curious about now is, how many fruits does Xiaoyao Wang
already have? Could it be more than him.
In fact, during this trip to the secret realm, his greatest enemy was only King
Xiaoyao, and no one else would pose much threat to him.
He continued to walk in the direction of fruit induction.
Sure enough, after three days, he found another fruit.
And this fruit, when he found it, was held in the mouth by a huge beast.
He didn’t know what kind of beast it was, but it was extremely huge, as
huge as a small bungalow on earth!
If such a beast arrives on the earth, it will surely cause shocks throughout
the world, and then be used by scientists from all over the world to do
experiments.
It is a pity that this kind of beast is not a rare existence in the secret world.
Lin Ziming has already seen many such beasts along the way!
Facing such a beast, Lin Ziming didn’t feel any nervousness. To him, it was
actually different from a chicken. Of course, he also didn’t slaughter
creatures, just from the beast’s mouth. , Took away this fruit, just let it go.
At this moment, Lin Ziming was equal to four fruits!
When he got the fourth fruit, it was obvious that the strong *** appeared
again, and a voice appeared in his heart, bewitching him to swallow the four
fruits immediately.
This kind of sex came even more intense than the first time. If he hadn’t
prepared well in advance, then he probably couldn’t help but swallow it.
After he finally endured it, he also broke out in a cold sweat, which was too
dangerous.
At the same time, he was even more sure that these fruits really were not
ordinary products.
There is an unexplainable force that prevents him from getting more fruits
and makes him swallow the fruits early. In this way, it is actually stifling his
development.
I believe that the people who went to the secret realm before, must be many
people who couldn’t help but swallowed a small number of fruits early,
causing their realm to be fixed.
In the following, Lin Ziming found the fifth fruit.
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And this fifth fruit is in the hands of a local aboriginal.
And it is worth mentioning that this aboriginal is not a tribe like Dilidal and
others, but a master from the city, the strength is as powerful as the innate
realm on earth.
Moreover, this master still has a good position in the local area. Of course,
in front of Lin Ziming, that is still not enough to see. After Lin Ziming
discovered his position, he easily took the fruit in his hand. coming.
Just as Lin Ziming had guessed, every time a new fruit was obtained, that
kind of strong bewitching voice would appear again, stronger than once!
This intensity is even more unbearable than the drug addiction on earth!
The intensity is many times greater!
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